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The Galaxy Developer Community



All Galaxy development moved to github

github.com/galaxyproject 

~30 repositories





Policy for code contribution to Galaxy core

https://github.com/galaxyproject/galaxy/blob/dev/CONTRIBUTING.md



Contribution Policy
(highlights)

1. All changes submitted as pull requests

2. A pull request must have two +1 votes by 
members of the committers group

3. ...and no -1 votes by members of 
the committers group

https://github.com/galaxyproject/galaxy/blob/dev/CONTRIBUTING.md



Organization
Committers: trusted developers and advocates 

who manage the core Galaxy code base
Committers can be added by existing committers 

following the contribution rules
All committers have equal power

https://github.com/galaxyproject/galaxy/blob/dev/doc/source/project/organization.rst



Introducing… the initial cohort of Galaxy committers

Enis Afgan (@afgane)

Dannon Baker (@dannon)

Daniel Blankenberg 
(@blankenberg)

Dave Bouvier (@davebx)

Martin Čech (@martenson)

John Chilton (@jmchilton)

Ross Lazarus (@fubar2)

Anton Nekrutenko (@nekrut)

Eric Rasche (@erasche)

Nicola Soranzo (@nsoranzo)

James Taylor (@jxtx)

Nitesh Turaga (@nitesh1989)

Dave Clements (@tnabtaf)

Nate Coraor (@natefoo)

Carl Eberhard (@carlfeberhard)

Jeremy Goecks (@jgoecks)

Björn Grüning (@bgruening)

Aysam Guerler (@guerler)

Jennifer Hillman Jackson (@jennaj)
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Supporting tool developer community



planemo

proliferation of tool development

future of toolshed





dev

iuc



Supporting Galaxy Deployers



Unification and automation of all Galaxy 
deployment

Ansible playbooks for deploying Galaxy from 
base OS up – same ones we use for main!

As much as possible, reuse playbooks between 
main, cloud, ...

Tools to build machine images, Docker containers



Galaxy UI Highlights



analyzing many datasets









visualization plugin framework









interactive environments







Training and Outreach









Publishing biology



Let’s not forget Galaxy Main...



dedicated cluster

This is your… usegalaxy.org
Universe View (from @natefoo)
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A national science and engineering cloud
- Support by NSF through XSEDE
- Burst capacity for Galaxy main
- Private Galaxy cloud instances through XSEDE



Looking forward



Analysis at scale
- Continued evolution of dataset collections, 

expand to other data types, complex structures, 
make pervasive in Galaxy

- Workflow improvements in scheduling and 
representation, comparison, sweeps...

- Activities , a new Galaxy entry point for 
simplifying interfaces to complex analyses



Streamlining tool development & distribution
- Continue building tooling for git centric tool 

development
- Reposition ToolShed for tool discovery

- Improve dependency management



Maximizing use of compute infrastructure
- Continue improving Pulsar for integrating 

heterogeneous resources
- Improvements to cloud bursting, data 

federation, identity federation across resources
- Fully unify and automate different types of 

Galaxy deployment (physical, virtual, docker, …)



Framework support for increased data interactivity
- Deeper integration for interactive environments

- Expose Galaxy’s provenance capabilities 
to Viz/IE plugins

- Capture full provenance graph for all data 
produced from IEs 

- Allow reusable parameterized tools to be 
developed on the fly using IEs




